We and others have previously shown that the dopamine D4 exon III repeat (D4DR) and the serotonin-transporter promoter region (5-HTTLPR) polymorphisms are not only associated with adult personality traits 1-7 but also with temperament in 2-week-old neonates. 8 We now report the results of a second study of these infants and their temperament at 2 months using Rothbart's Infant Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ).
These infants showed most negative emotionality and most distress to daily situations, temperament traits that are perhaps the underpinning of adult neuroticism.
The initial findings of associations between D4DR and adult Novelty Seeking 1, 6 and 5-HTTLPR and Neuroticism or Harm Avoidance 5 fueled a number of similar investigations some of which did not corroborate these associations across cultural and ethnic groups. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] We postulated that genetic effects on personality might be more clearly understood by studying the first expressions of personality, that is, infant temperament. In order to study the association between temperament and specific genetic polymorphisms, we initiated a longitudinal study of human temperament. We 8 examined a group of infants shortly after birth using the Brazelton Neonatal Assessment Scale (NBAS). 10 Cord blood was collected at birth and DNA is available for these subjects. Significant multivariate and univariate main effects were observed for D4DR on four temperament clusters. Infants with long D4DR alleles received higher scores on these clusters than infants with short D4DR alleles. There was also a significant interaction between D4DR and 5-HTTLPR. The effect of s/s 5-HTTLPR was to lower the scores on the orientation cluster for the group of neonates lacking long D4DR alleles. Orientation is a behavioral cluster reflecting alertness and visual and auditory orienting behavior in neonates perhaps akin to adult Novelty Seeking.
We are continuing to follow the development of these infants and have now assessed their temperament at 2 months of age using Rothbart's Infant Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ). 9 In the current report we examined the relationship between neonatal behavior and 2-month temperament and the association between two genetic polymorphisms, D4DR and 5-HTTLPR, and temperament at 2 months. All statistical tests were carried out using Statistica or SPSS for Windows. Analyses were based on the classification of the D4DR genotype into long (6-8) and short (2-5) repeats which we also used for the neonatal study. 8 We have discussed in some detail the rationale justification for this classification in a previous publication. 1 We examined the relationship between neonatal behavior and temperament at 2 months for the total sample by calculating bivariate correlation coefficients for the NBAS scales of Orientation, Motor Organization, Regulation of State, and Range of State and the IBQ scales. There were significant negative correlations between Orientation and Negative Emotionality (r = −0.29, P = 0.006), Orientation and Distress to Limitations (r = −0.30, P = 0.004), Motor Organization and Negative Emotionality (r = −0.28, P = 0.009), and Motor Organization and Distress to Limitations (r = −0.34, P = 0.001). Trends were observed for Regulation of State and Distress to Limitations (r = −0.20, P = 0.065), Range of State and Distress to Limitations (r = −0.18, P = 0.102), Motor Organization and Soothability (r = −0.18, P = 0.093), Motor Organization and Duration of Orienting (r = 0.18, P = 0.093), and Regulation of State and Activity (r = −0.21, P = 0.053).
We next considered the effect of the D4DR and 5-HTTLPR genotypes on the IBQ scales (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics (means and standard errors)). Two-way ANOVAs (D4DR and 5-HTTLPR) were computed for each of the IBQ scales. Significant main effects were observed for Negative Emotionality and (n = 51) (n = 51) (n = 51) (n = 51) (n = 51) (n = 51) (n = 51) (n = 51) D4DR
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3.66 ± 0.19 4.00 ± 0.25 2.64 ± 0.23 3.47 ± 0.12 4.39 ± 0.20 5.02 ± 0.24 3.25 ± 0.13 Infants with the long D4DR alleles were less distressed by sudden or novel stimuli than were infants with the short alleles. Similar results were obtained if the D4DR genotype was inventoried by either presence or absence of the seven-repeat allele or the two most common genotypes (4/7 and 4/4). No significant main effects or interactions were observed for any of the other IBQ behavioral clusters when grouped by D4DR × 5-HTTPLR genotypes. Multivariate analysis (two genotypes × two composite scales of Negative Emotionality and Positive Emotionality) was significant for D4DR (P = 0.012) and of borderline significance for 5-HTTPLR (P = 0.096). Multivariate analysis of the narrow temperament scales (two genotypes × six temperament scales) showed no significant main effects or interactions and, therefore, the univariate analyses of these scales should be viewed with some caution. In those infants lacking the D4DR long repeat alleles, the effect of the short homozygous form (s/s) of the 5-HTTLPR gene on Negative Emotionality and Distress to Limitations was significant (Negative Emotionality: t = 2.93, P = 0.005, d.f. = 49; Distress to Limitations: t = 2.64, P = 0.011, d.f. = 49) whereas no effect of this polymorphism was observed in infants possessing the long D4DR alleles. In the absence of the long form of the D4DR allele, the effect of the s/s form of 5-HTTLPR gene was to significantly raise the scores for Negative Emotionality (Figure 1 ) and Distress to Limitations. There was a trend in the same direction for Distress to Sudden or Novel Stimuli (t = 1.63, P = 0.10, d.f. = 49). Overall, infants with the s/s form of 5-HTTLPR gene who were lacking the long form of the D4DR allele were reported as expressing more negative emotionality, in particular distress to daily situations but also distress when presented with sudden or novel stimuli. No significant effects were found for gender by multivariate or univariate analysis of the temperament scales.
Our findings of significant negative correlations between the NBAS scales of Orientation and Motor Organization and the IBQ scales of Negative Emotionality and Distress to Limitations is in accord with other studies [16] [17] [18] [19] that have also examined longitudinally the association of temperament measured neonatally and subsequently through the first year of life. The weak but significant correlation coefficients observed in these studies are similar (r Х 0.3-0.4) to what we currently report. In particular, it is worth noting that Tirosh and his colleagues 19 found significant correlations between the NBAS Orientation and Motor clusters and 'fussy/difficult' and 'unpredictable' tempera- ment dimensions at 3 months. In addition, our findings support the suggestion that attention may serve to regulate negative reactivity in various situations. 20 The current investigation extends the findings of our previous study 8 in which we observed a significant multivariate main effect of the D4DR polymorphism and a significant interaction with 5-HTTPLR across four NBAS temperament clusters. A significant main effect of the D4DR and 5-HTTLPR genotypes was also observed in our assessment of these infants at 2 months. However, at 2 months the effect of these two polymorphisms was limited to the IBQ scales of Negative Emotionality and Distress to Limitations. Negative Emotionality is a composite scale, which includes the Distress to Limitations, Distress to Sudden or Novel Stimuli scales. The Distress to Limitations scale includes items that measure the frequency and intensity of fussing and crying in a variety of daily situations which may involve a certain degree of frustration. Distress to Sudden or Novel Stimuli measures the frequency and intensity of fussing and crying to novel stimuli or to sudden stimuli. Negative emotionality and its components can perhaps be construed as an early precursor of anxiety. Several studies have found a relationship between the temperament dimensions of difficultness and unadaptability, of which negative emotionality is a prime component, and anxiety and inhibition at a later age. [21] [22] [23] The effect of the D4DR long alleles on neonatal temperament was more pervasive and was observed across all four core temperament clusters 8 than was the effect of this polymorphism on temperament at 2 months of age. The diminished effect of D4DR deserves comment. We initiated these studies postulating that environmental influences would be minimal in neonates and genetic effects maximal. The result from our previous study and the present report appear to bear out this assumption. However, there are differences between the neonatal and the 2-month assessments. Different behavioral tests were employed-a direct assessment of neonatal behavior at 2 weeks and mother report of temperament at 2 months. The employment of two different assessment measures makes it difficult to attribute the more pervasive effect of D4DR at 2 weeks solely to the suggestion that genetic influences are strongest at this age. Our results could also reflect a 'genetic' bias in the NBAS clusters in comparison to the IBQ measure that is based not only on infant behavior but also on maternal perception of that behavior.
Although we found no direct effect of 5-HTTLPR on adult Harm Avoidance, 11 we did find an indirect effect by virtue of its interaction with the D4DR polymorphism on neonatal Orientation, 8 2-month-old Negative Emotionality and Distress to Limitations (current report) and adult Novelty Seeking. 8 These results suggest that the s/s 5-HTTLPR homozygote genotype is a partial determinant of Neuroticism 5 whose phenotypic expression in the groups we have studied is revealed by its interaction with D4DR that is related to Novelty Seeking. It appears that in our studies these two genes, 5-HTTLPR and D4DR, operate synchronously to influence the expression of temperament. Infants appear to be predisposed to engage in exploratory or environmentally interactive behavior that is restrained only in the presence of two alleles for the short form of 5-HTTLPR. Adults are predisposed to be more cautious and uninhibited novelty seeking behavior is expressed only in the absence of both 5-HTTLPR short alleles. We have now observed this relationship between genotype and temperament/personality at three developmental periods, neonatally, early infancy, and adulthood.
The relationships we are elucidating between the earliest manifestations of temperament in neonates and young infants demonstrate the non-linear development of these traits. Later behavioral dimensions may have little face validity or intuitive relation to the content of earlier manifestation of such temperament. Such relationships, however, are made clearer when it is possible to define the underlying genetic mechanisms. For example, in the current longitudinal study there appears to be a developmentally stable relationship between a gene that is purportedly related to brain activation (D4DR) and a gene that is purported to modulate brain inhibition (5 HTTPLR). In neonates, Orientation, which we suggest is an active exploratory activity, is partially determined by the D4DR long alleles. In the absence of the long repeat D4DR alleles, the short alleles of 5-HTTLPR are inhibitory and reduce Orientation scores. At 2 months, Negative Emotionality and Distress to Limitations, temperament traits perhaps akin to adult Neuroticism, are influenced by both the D4DR and 5-HTTLPR polymorphisms. Similarly, the s/s 5-HTTPLR polymorphism significantly raises Negative Emotionality and Distress to Limitations scores especially in the absence of the long allele of the D4DR. Thus, genes contributing to brain activation and brain inhibition may jointly modulate the expression of developmentally dependent behaviors. Our findings are compatible with Cloninger's suggestion 24 that these systems are functionally interconnected and give rise to integrated patterns of differential responses to punishment, reward and novelty.
We are aware that our findings, both neonatally and at 2 months, are based on relatively small sample sizes and that there is a need for replication based on independently recruited samples. In addition, we suggest that future studies might focus on simultaneously genotyping several polymorphisms in infants and their parents since such increased genetic information will facilitate understanding of the role of particular polymorphisms in determining the expression of behavioral traits at different developmental periods.
Methods
Seventy-six infants (39 boys and 37 girls) participated in the 2-month temperament assessment. Signed informed consent was obtained from the parents at entry into the study. The study was approved by the Helsinki Human Subjects Committee (RBI). Genotyping was done as described in our previous paper. 8 Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (NBAS) 10 The NBAS assesses newborn's autonomic, motor, state and social attentional systems. It consists of 28 behavioral items scored on a 9-point scale. It also includes an assessment of the newborn's reflexes that are scored on a 4-point scale. Data from the NBAS are reduced to seven cluster scores: Habituation, Orientation, Motor Organization, Regulation of State, Range of State, Autonomic Reactivity, and Reflexes. The Orientation, Motor Organization, Regulation of State, and Range of State clusters are most closely related to infant temperament and these were the clusters that were significantly related to D4DR and 5-HTTLPR in our previous report. 8 
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The IBQ is a 94-item, parent questionnaire assessing infant temperament in the first year of life. Temperament is defined by Rothbart 9 as constitutionally-based individual differences in reactivity and self-regulation and is measured by six behavioral scales: Activity, Smiling and Laughter, Distress to Sudden or Novel Stimuli, Distress to Limitations, Soothability, and Duration of Orienting. Smiling and Laughter and Duration of Orienting scales are combined to a scale of Positive Emotionality. The scales of Distress to Sudden or Novel Stimuli and Distress to Limitations are combined to form a scale of Negative Emotionality. Caregivers are asked to report on a 7-point scale the relative frequency of occurrence of specified infant reactions in concrete situations across the previous 2 weeks or the previous week for infants younger than 3 months. IBQ scores reflect the ease of elicitation of a given reaction and the intensity of that reaction. Both the stability and validity of the IBQ have been documented. 16, 25 In the present study following Worobey, 16 19 IBQ items were not included since their content was not appropriate for 2-month-old infants.
